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Research–driven and clearly written, bestselling economist Richard Florida
addresses the growing alarm about the exodus of high–value jobs from the USA.
Today's most valued workers are what economist Richard Florida calls the
Creative Class. In his bestselling The Rise of the Creative Class, Florida
identified these variously skilled individuals as the source of economic
revitalisation in US cities. In that book, he shows that investment in technology
and a civic culture of tolerance (most often marked by the presence of a large
gay community) are the key ingredients to attracting and maintaining a local
creative class. In The Flight of the Creative Class, Florida expands his research
to cover the global competition to attract the Creative Class. The USA once led
the world in terms of creative capital. Since 2002, factors like the Bush
administration's emphasis on smokestack industries, heightened security
concerns after 9/11 and the growing cultural divide between conservatives and
liberals have put the US at a large disadvantage. With numerous small countries,
such as Ireland, New Zealand and Finland, now tapping into the enormous
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economic value of this class – and doing all in their power to attract these
workers and build a robust economy driven by creative capital – how much
further behind will USA fall?
Everything you have been told about creativity is wrong. From line managers,
corporate CEOs, urban designers, teachers, politicians, mayors, advertisers and
even our friends and family, the message is 'be creative'. Creativity is heralded
as the driving force of our contemporary society; celebrated as agile, progressive
and liberating. It is the spring of the knowledge economy and shapes the cities
we inhabit. It even defines our politics. What could possibly be wrong with this? In
this brilliant, counter intuitive blast Oli Mould demands that we rethink the story
we are being sold. Behind the novelty, he shows that creativity is a barely hidden
form of neoliberal appropriation. It is a regime that prioritizes individual success
over collective flourishing. It refuses to recognise anything - job, place, person that is not profitable. And it impacts on everything around us: the places where
we work, the way we are managed, how we spend our leisure time. Is there an
alternative? Mould offers a radical redefinition of creativity, one embedded in the
idea of collective flourishing, outside the tyranny of profit. Bold, passionate and
refreshing, Against Creativity, is a timely correction to the doctrine of our times.
Contemporary society has seen an unprecedented rise in both the demand and
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the desire to be creative, to bring something new into the world. Once the reserve
of artistic subcultures, creativity has now become a universal model for culture
and an imperative in many parts of society. In this new book, cultural sociologist
Andreas Reckwitz investigates how the ideal of creativity has grown into a major
social force, from the art of the avant-garde and postmodernism to the ‘creative
industries’ and the innovation economy, the psychology of creativity and selfgrowth, the media representation of creative stars, and the urban design of
‘creative cities’. Where creativity is often assumed to be a force for good,
Reckwitz looks critically at how this imperative has developed from the 1970s to
the present day. Though we may well perceive creativity as the realization of
some natural and innate potential within us, it has rather to be understood within
the structures of a very specific culture of the new in late modern society. The
Invention of Creativity is a bold and refreshing counter to conventional wisdom
that shows how our age is defined by radical and restrictive processes of social
aestheticization. It will be of great interest to those working in a variety of
disciplines, from cultural and social theory to art history and aesthetics.
This book documents the rise in youth creativity, entrepreneurship, and collective
strategies to address systemic barriers and discrimination in the creative
industries and create an expanded, more diverse, inclusive, equitable, and caring
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field. Although the difficulties of entering and making a living in the creative
industries—a field which can often perpetuate dominant patterns of social
exclusion and economic inequality—are well documented, there is still an absence
of guidance on how young creatives can navigate this environment.
Foregrounding an intersectional approach, Reimagining the Creative Industries
responds to this gap by documenting the work of contemporary youth collectives
and organizations that are responding to these systemic barriers and related
challenges by creating more caring and community-oriented alternatives.
Mobilizing a care ethics framework, Miranda Campbell underscores forms of care
that highlight relationality, recognize structural barriers, and propose new visions
for the creative industries. This book posits a future where creativity,
collaboration, and community are possible through increased avenues for cocreation, teaching and learning, and community engagement. Anyone interested
in thinking critically about the creative industries, youth culture, community work,
and creative employment will be drawn to Campbell's incisive work.
The last three decades have seen a massive expansion of China's visual culture
industries, from architecture and graphic design to fine art and fashion. New
ideologies of creativity and creative practices have reshaped the training of a new
generation of art school graduates. Creativity Class is the first book to explore
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how Chinese art students develop, embody, and promote their own personalities
and styles as they move from art school entrance test preparation, to art school,
to work in the country's burgeoning culture industries. Lily Chumley shows the
connections between this creative explosion and the Chinese government's
explicit goal of cultivating creative human capital in a new "market socialist"
economy where value is produced through innovation. Drawing on years of
fieldwork in China's leading art academies and art test prep schools, Chumley
combines ethnography and oral history with analyses of contemporary avantgarde and official art, popular media, and propaganda. Examining the rise of a
Chinese artistic vanguard and creative knowledge-based economy, Creativity
Class sheds light on an important facet of today's China.
World-renowned urbanist Richard Florida's bestselling classic on the
transformation of our cities in the twenty-first century-now updated with a new
preface In his modern classic The Rise of the Creative Class, urbanist Richard
Florida identifies the emergence of a new social class reshaping the twenty-first
century's economy, geography, and workplace. This Creative Class is made up
of engineers and managers, academics and musicians, researchers, designers,
entrepreneurs and lawyers, poets and programmer, whose work turns on the
creation of new forms. Increasingly, Florida observes, this Creative Class
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determines how workplaces are organized, which companies prosper or go
bankrupt, and which cities thrive, stagnate or decline. Florida offers a detailed
occupational, demographic, psychological, and economic profile of the Creative
Class, examines its global impact, and explores the factors that shape "quality of
place" in our changing cities and suburbs. Now updated with a new preface that
considers the latest developments in our changing cities, The Rise of the
Creative Class is the definitive edition of this foundational book on our
contemporary economy.
World-renowned urbanist Richard Florida's bestselling classic on the
transformation of our cities in the twenty-first century -- now updated with a new
preface In his modern classic The Rise of the Creative Class, urbanist Richard
Florida identifies the emergence of a new social class reshaping the twenty-first
century's economy, geography, and workplace. This Creative Class is made up
of engineers and managers, academics and musicians, researchers, designers,
entrepreneurs and lawyers, poets and programmer, whose work turns on the
creation of new forms. Increasingly, Florida observes, this Creative Class
determines how workplaces are organized, which companies prosper or go
bankrupt, and which cities thrive, stagnate or decline. Florida offers a detailed
occupational, demographic, psychological, and economic profile of the Creative
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Class, examines its global impact, and explores the factors that shape "quality of
place" in our changing cities and suburbs. Now updated with a new preface that
considers the latest developments in our changing cities, The Rise of the
Creative Class is the definitive edition of this foundational book on our
contemporary economy.
This book investigates the evolving paradigm of creative industries and creative
entrepreneurship, and their related economy over time. It explores different
stages of the paradigm diffusion in ‘first generation countries’ such as the US,
Canada, Australia and Europe, and ‘second generation countries’ in Asia, South
America and North Africa in order to identify new trends and their distinctive
aspects. By adopting a multidisciplinary approach, the book develops a
comprehensive overview of the composite phenomenon of the creative economy
and its relationship with entrepreneurship.
"Richard Florida offers a brilliant assessment of the varied and evolving challenges
facing our cities today.... The New Urban Crisis is essential reading for urban leaders
and all city-dwellers." --Richard M. Daley, former mayor of Chicago In The New Urban
Crisis, Richard Florida demonstrates how the forces that drive urban growth also
generate cities' challenges, such as gentrification, segregation, and inequality. We must
rebuild cities and suburbs by empowering them to address their challenges. The New
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Urban Crisis offers a compelling diagnosis of our economic ills and a bold prescription
for more inclusive cities capable of ensuring prosperity for all.
The rise of creative industries requires new thinking in communication, media and
cultural studies, media and cultural policy, and the arts and information sectors. The
Creative Industries sets the agenda for these debates, providing a richer understanding
of the dynamics of cultural markets, creative labor, finance and risk, and how culture is
distributed, marketed and creatively reused through new media technologies. This book
develops a global perspective on the creative industries and creative economy; draws
insights from media and cultural studies, innovation economics, cultural policy studies,
and economic and cultural geography; explores what it means for policy-makers when
culture and creativity move from the margins to the center of economic dynamics;
makes extensive use of case studies in ways that are relevant not only to researchers
and policy-makers, but also to the generation of students who will increasingly be
establishing a ‘portfolio career’ in the creative industries International in coverage, The
Creative Industries traces the historical and contemporary ideas that make the cultural
economy more relevant that it has ever been. It is essential reading for students and
academics in media, communication and cultural studies.
Creativity and the City: How the Creative Economy is Changing the City~ISBN
90-5662-461-X U.S. $37.50 / Hardcover, 8.5 x 5.5 in. / 208 pgs / 40 b&w. ~Item / March
/ Nonfiction and Criticism
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Britain makes more money from music than from its car industry. In the United States
the core copyright industries achieved foreign sales and exports of $60.18 billion - a
figure which surpasses, for the first time, every other export sector, including
automobiles, agriculture and aircraft. Howkins sets out to explore how we can harness
creativity and the industry it sustains to our common interests. This book is not about
information and the information society. It is about more basic matters, what we
humans want and what we are good at.
Argues that United States' creative class is fighting for survival and explains why this
should matter to all Americans.
Creativity is the fastest growing business in the world. Companies are hungry for
people with ideas - and more and more of us want to make, buy, sell and share creative
products. But how do you turn creativity into money? In this newly rewritten edition of
his acclaimed book, leading creative expert John Howkins shows what creativity is, how
it thrives and how it is changing in the digital age. His key rules for success include:
Invent yourself. Be unique. Own your ideas. Understand copyright, patents and IP laws.
Treat the virtual as real, and vice versa. Learn endlessly: borrow, reinvent and recycle.
Know when to break the rules. Whether in film or fashion, software or stories, by turning
ideas into assets anyone can make creativity pay.
China's changing course, and sustainable success requires a shift in strategy The End
of Copycat China helps business executives and investors understand how China's
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economy is shifting from one based on heavy investment to one on services and
consumption by providing insight that help shape effective strategy. Drawing from over
50,000 interviews with entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, private equity investors,
private Chinese companies, and multinationals, this book describes how Chinese firms
are increasingly focused on innovation rather than copying what worked in America and
how consumers are evolving with their hopes, dreams and aspirations. China's growth
model of the last three decades is becoming increasingly ineffective, as relying on
heavy investment and exports is becoming less and less feasible. Fifty percent of
China's growth in 2013 stemmed from consumption, the government is establishing a
Free Trade zone in Shanghai and ending the dominance of state-owned enterprises.
This book provides a roadmap for companies and investors looking to navigate these
changes and capture emerging trends, with deep insight and practical guidance on
what innovation looks like in the new China. Survey the development of innovation
taking place in China's economy, from an insider's perspective Consider the changes
that must take place to shore up the broken growth model Examine the consumer
trends emerging in the midst of rapid market evolution Understand how China's rise will
impact its neighbors like Japan, Vietnam, Indonesia, and Cambodia China's dramatic
shift toward consumption presents a tremendous opportunity for foreign business, but
traditional tactics are outdated at best, financially fatal at worst, as local competitors
focus on innovation and move up the value chain and as consumers look for new
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brands and categories to spend money on. New strategies are needed to keep pace
with the changing regulatory and consumer environments, and "business as usual"
won't get very far. The End of Copycat China is the business guide to this emerging
market, with expert guidance from the inside.
Do you believe that spending $15,000 on a media center is vulgar, but that spending
$15,000 on a slate shower stall is a sign that you are at one with the Zenlike rhythms of
nature? Do you work for one of those visionary software companies where people
come to work wearing hiking boots and glacier glasses, as if a wall of ice were about to
come sliding through the parking lot? If so, you might be a Bobo. In his bestselling work
of "comic sociology," David Brooks coins a new word, Bobo, to describe today's upper
class -- those who have wed the bourgeois world of capitalist enterprise to the hippie
values of the bohemian counterculture. Their hybrid lifestyle is the atmosphere we
breathe, and in this witty and serious look at the cultural consequences of the
information age, Brooks has defined a new generation.

The concept of creative industries has developed considerable academic and
policy momentum in the 21st century. There has been a connection identified
between the rise of creative industries and the urbanisation of the world’s
population, particularly in relation to the significance of cities as sites of cultural
production and consumption. Much of the work on creative industries and cities,
however, has drawn upon 'imagined geographies' about the relationship between
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creativity and place. This collection draws together contributions that critically
appraise recent urban cultural policy discourses, as well as reflecting on the role
of culture and creative industries in the future development of cities. This book is
based on a special issue of The Information Society: An International Journal.
The Rise of the Creative Class gives a provocative new way to think about why
people live as they do today--and where they might be headed. Weaving
storytelling with masses of new and updated research, Florida traces the growing
role of creativity in the economy.
In recent years, the study of creativity has shifted from analysis of culture as an
end in itself to one of economic enhancement, and its capability to generate
wealth and promote economic development. Increasingly, European cities and
regions are using the arts to fuel wellbeing and reinvigorate economies after the
comparative demise of more traditional industry and manufacturing. A growing
literature is starting to highlight the innovation capacity of cultural and creative
industries (CCIs) as they intersect the innovation processes of other
manufacturing and services sectors with an innovative and creative output.
Culture and creativity may be a strategic weapon to exit the present crisis and
redefine an economic model of sustainable development. This book brings
together a set of multidisciplinary contributions to investigate the kaleidoscope of
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European creativity, focussing on CCIs and the innovations connected with them.
The two main questions that this volume aims to address are: How can we
identify, map and define CCIs in Europe? And how do they contribute to
innovation and sustainable growth? The volume is split into two parts. The first
part deals with the definition, measurement and mapping of the geography of
European CCIs according to a local economic approach, focussing on Italy,
Spain, the UK, Austria, Denmark and France. This section surveys the different
industrial typologies and spatial patterns, which underline a significant
dissimilarity between the North and the South of Europe, mainly due to the
difference between heritage-driven and technology-driven countries. The section
concludes with a case study on a Japanese creative city. The second part
collects some interesting cases of innovation generated in creative spaces such
as cities of art or creative clusters and networks. This entails the study of
innovations among creative and non-creative sectors (e.g. laser technologies in
conservation of works of art and design networks in Italy) and across European
and non-European countries (e.g. Spaghetti Western movies in the US or visual
artists in New Zealand). Finally, an innovation capacity of culture that can
regenerate mature sectors (e.g. the French food supply chain and Swiss watch
Valley) or combine the creative and green economics paradigms (e.g. the green
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creative cities in North Europe) is analyzed. This book will appeal to academics,
scholars and practitioners of urban and regional studies, cultural and creative
economics and managerial and organization studies.
Analyses the economic development of cities from the 'cultural economy' and
'creative industry' perspectives.
Recent years have seen the increasing valuation and promotion of ‘creativity’.
Future success, we are often assured, will rest on the creativity of our
endeavours, often aligned specifically with ‘cultural’ activity. This book considers
the emergence and persistence of this pattern, particularly with regards to
cultural policy, and examines the methods and evidence deployed to make the
case for art, culture and the creative industries. The origins of current practices
are considered, as is the gradual accretion of a broad range of meanings around
the term ‘creative’, and the implications this has for the success of the wider
‘Creativity Agenda’. The specific experience of the city of Liverpool in adopting
and furthering this agenda both in the UK and beyond is considered, as is the
persistence of a range of problematic, and often contradictory, assumptions and
practices relating to this agenda up to the present day.
Introduction : a brief history of the recent past -- The (near) death and life of
postwar American cities : the roots of contemporary placemaking -- The roaring
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'90s -- Into the twenty-first century -- Growing place : toward a counterhistory of
contemporary placemaking -- Producing place -- Creating place -- Conclusion :
Placemaking is for people.
The Rise of the Creative ClassHachette UK
Craft and the Creative Economy examines the place of craft and making in the
contemporary cultural economy, with a distinctive focus on the ways in which this
creative sector is growing exponentially as a result of online shopfronts and homebased micro-enterprise, 'mumpreneurialism' and downshifting, and renewed
demand for the handmade.
Britain began the twenty-first century convinced of its creativity. Throughout the New
Labour era, the visual and performing arts, museums and galleries, were ceaselessly
promoted as a stimulus to national economic revival, a post-industrial revolution where
spending on culture would solve everything, from national decline to crime. Tony Blair
heralded it a “golden age.” Yet despite huge investment, the audience for the arts
remained a privileged minority. So what went wrong? In Cultural Capital, leading
historian Robert Hewison gives an in-depth account of how creative Britain lost its way.
From Cool Britannia and the Millennium Dome to the Olympics and beyond, he shows
how culture became a commodity, and how target-obsessed managerialism stifled
creativity. In response to the failures of New Labour and the austerity measures of the
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Coalition government, Hewison argues for a new relationship between politics and the
arts.
The solution to inequality, environmental degradation, and other deficits of capitalism is
better capitalism. The Power of Creative Destruction draws on cutting-edge research to
argue that what we need today is not revolution but reform: pro-competitive policies that
enable innovation while compensating for the disruption it causes.
The creative industries are an important part of modern economies, recognised
increasingly by governments, firms and the general public as sources of beauty and
expression as well as financial value and employment. Scholars have produced
growing creative industries research, but thus far this work has been distributed across
fields of business and management, economics, geography, law, or studies of
individual sectors or activities like design or media. This authoritative handbook collects
together the distilled knowledge of these areas into a single source. It first addresses
fundamentals of how creativity occurs in individuals, teams, networks and cities, then
covers perspectives on how this creativity is realised as various kinds of value through
work, entrepreneurs, symbolism, and stardom. The organisation of creative industries is
then reviewed such as project ecologies, events, genres and user innovation. Social
and economic structures and activities such as sunk costs, spillovers, brokerage and
disintermediation are reviewed, and finally the Handbook addresses policy and
development, examining the changing landscapes of copyright protection as well as the
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emerging economies forming new centres of creative industry through global value
chains.This is a comprehensive reference work with twenty-seven chapters by leading
international experts.
Never before have our cities been as important as they are now. The drivers of
innovation and growth, they are essential to the prosperity of nations. But they are also
destructive, plunging us into housing crises and deepening inequality. How can we
keep the good and break free of the bad? In this bracingly original work of research and
analysis, leading urbanist Richard Florida explores the roots of this new crisis and puts
forward a plan to make this the century of the fairer, thriving metropolis.
In this exciting new book Angela McRobbie charts the‘euphoric’ moment of the new
creative economy, as itrose to prominence in the UK during the Blair years, and
considersit from the perspective of contemporary experience of economicausterity and
uncertainty about work and employment. McRobbie makes some bold arguments about
the staging of creativeeconomy as a mode of ‘labour reform’; she proposes thatthe
dispositif of creativity is a fine-tuned instrument foracclimatising the expanded, youthful
urban middle classes to afuture of work without the raft of entitlements and security
whichprevious generations had struggled to win through the post-warperiod of social
democratic government. Adopting a cultural studies perspective, McRobbie reconsidersresistance as ‘line of flight’ and shows what is atstake in the new politics of
culture and creativity. She incisivelyanalyses ‘project working’ as the embodiment of
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thefuture of work and poses the question as to how people who cometogether on this
basis can envisage developing stronger and moreprotective organisations and
associations. Scattered throughout thebook are excerpts from interviews with artists,
stylists, fashiondesigners, policy-makers, and social entrepreneurs.
In the age of globalization, some claim that where you live doesn't't matter: Alaska,
Idaho, and Alabama are interchangeable. The world is, after all, flat. Not so fast. Place,
argues the great urbanist Richard Florida, is not only important, it's more important than
ever. In fact, choosing a place to live is as important to your happiness as choosing a
spouse or career. And some regions, recent surveys show, really are happier than
others. In Who's Your City, Creative Class guru Richard Florida reports on this growing
body of research that tells us what qualities of cities and towns actually make people
happy -- and he explains how to use these ideas to make your own choices. This
indispensable guide to how people can choose where to live and what those choices
mean to their lives and their communities is essential reading for everyone from urban
planners and mayors to recent graduates.
The Making of the American Creative Class narrates the history of workers in New
York's publishing, advertising, design, and broadcasting industries and their efforts to
improve their working conditions, set against the backdrop of the economic dislocations
of twentieth-century capitalism.
Tyler Denmead critically examines his role as the founder of New Urban Arts--a
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nonprofit arts program for young people of color in Providence, Rhode Island--and how
despite its success, it unintentionally contributed to Providence's urban renewal efforts,
gentrification, and the displacement of people of color.
Richard Florida outlines how certain cities succeed in attracting members of the 'creative class'
- the key economic growth asset - and argues that, in order to prosper, cities must harness this
creative potential.
Examines different cities from all over the world and looks at their physical, economic, social,
and political structure, as well as their relationships to each other and where future
urbanization might be headed.
Fifty-seven million Americans-including 21 percent of the nation's children-live a notch above
the poverty line, and yet the challenges they face are largely ignored. While government
programs assist the poor, and politicians woo the more fortunate, the "Missing Class" is largely
invisible and left to fend for itself. Missing Class parents often work at a breakneck pace to
preserve the progress they have made and are but one divorce or unexpected hospitalization
away from sliding into poverty. Children face an even more perilous and uncertain future
because their parents have so little time to help them with their schoolwork or guide them
during their adolescent years. With little supervision, the younger generation often flounders in
school, sometimes falling prey to the same problems that are prevalent in the much poorer
communities that border Missing Class neighborhoods. Paradoxically, the very efforts that
enabled parents to get ahead financially often inhibit their children from advancing; they are in
real danger of losing what little ground their parents have gained. The Missing Class is an
urgent and timely exploration that describes-through the experiences of nine families-the
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unique problems faced by this growing class of people who are neither working poor nor
middle class. Katherine Newman and Victor Tan Chen trace where these families came from,
how they've struggled to make a decent living, and why they're stuck without a safety net. An
eloquent argument for the need to think about inequality in a broader way, The Missing Class
has much to tell us about whether the American dream still exists for those who are sacrificing
daily to achieve it. From the Hardcover edition.
A provocative new way to think about why we live as we do today-and where we might be
headed. Initially published in 2002, The Rise of the Creative Class quickly achieved classic
status for its identification of forces then only beginning to reshape our economy, geography,
and workplace. Weaving story-telling with original research, Richard Florida identified a
fundamental shift linking a host of seemingly unrelated changes in American society: the
growing importance of creativity in people's work lives and the emergence of a class of people
unified by their engagement in creative work. Millions of us were beginning to work and live
much as creative types like artists and scientists always had, Florida observed, and this
Creative Class was determining how the workplace was organized, what companies would
prosper or go bankrupt, and even which cities would thrive. In The Rise of the Creative Class
Revisited, Florida further refines his occupational, demographic, psychological, and economic
profile of the Creative Class, incorporates a decade of research, and adds five new chapters
covering the global effects of the Creative Class and exploring the factors that shape "quality of
place" in our changing cities and suburbs.
The Future of Creative Work provides a unique overview of the changing nature of creative
work, examining how digital developments and the rise of intangible capital are causing an
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upheaval in the social institutions of work. It offers a profound insight into how this
technological and social evolution will affect creative professions.
In The Program Era, Mark McGurl offers a fundamental reinterpretation of postwar American
fiction, asserting that it can be properly understood only in relation to the rise of mass higher
education and the creative writing program. An engaging and stylishly written examination of
an era we thought we knew, The Program Era will be at the center of debates about postwar
literature and culture for years to come.
From celebrated art historian, curator, and teacher Sarah Lewis, a fascinating examination of
how our most iconic creative endeavors—from innovation to the arts—are not achievements but
conversions, corrections after failed attempts. The gift of failure is a riddle: it will always be
both the void and the start of infinite possibility. The Rise—part investigation into a
psychological mystery, part an argument about creativity and art, and part a soulful celebration
of the determination and courage of the human spirit—makes the case that many of the world’s
greatest achievements have come from understanding the central importance of failure.
Written over the course of four years, this exquisite biography of an idea is about the
improbable foundations of a creative human endeavor. Each chapter focuses on the
inestimable value of often ignored ideas—the power of surrender, how play is essential for
innovation, the “near win” can help propel you on the road to mastery, the importance of grit
and creative practice. The Rise shares narratives about figures past and present that range
from choreographers, writers, painters, inventors, and entrepreneurs; Frederick Douglass,
Samuel F.B. Morse, Diane Arbus, and J.K. Rowling, for example, feature alongside
choreographer Paul Taylor, Nobel Prize–winning physicists Andre Geim and Konstantin
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Novoselov, and Arctic explorer Ben Saunders. With valuable lessons for pedagogy and
parenting, for innovation and discovery, and for self-direction and creativity, The Rise “gives
the old chestnut ‘If at first you don’t succeed…’ a jolt of adrenaline” (Elle).
In this book, Nobel Prize-winning economist Edmund Phelps draws on a lifetime of thinking to
make a sweeping new argument about what makes nations prosper--and why the sources of
that prosperity are under threat today. Why did prosperity explode in some nations between
the 1820s and 1960s, creating not just unprecedented material wealth but
"flourishing"--meaningful work, self-expression, and personal growth for more people than ever
before? Phelps makes the case that the wellspring of this flourishing was modern values such
as the desire to create, explore, and meet challenges. These values fueled the grassroots
dynamism that was necessary for widespread, indigenous innovation. Most innovation wasn't
driven by a few isolated visionaries like Henry Ford and Steve Jobs; rather, it was driven by
millions of people empowered to think of, develop, and market innumerable new products and
processes, and improvements to existing ones. Mass flourishing--a combination of material
well-being and the "good life" in a broader sense--was created by this mass innovation. Yet
indigenous innovation and flourishing weakened decades ago. In America, evidence indicates
that innovation and job satisfaction have decreased since the late 1960s, while postwar Europe
has never recaptured its former dynamism. The reason, Phelps argues, is that the modern
values underlying the modern economy are under threat by a resurgence of traditional,
corporatist values that put the community and state over the individual. The ultimate fate of
modern values is now the most pressing question for the West: will Western nations recommit
themselves to modernity, grassroots dynamism, indigenous innovation, and widespread
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personal fulfillment, or will we go on with a narrowed innovation that limits flourishing to a few?
A book of immense practical and intellectual importance, Mass Flourishing is essential reading
for anyone who cares about the sources of prosperity and the future of the West.
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